The masses of pseudoscalar mesons are approximately proportional to quadratic powers of integers.
The masses of pseudoscalar mesons can be approx imated by the formula mcal = c x n 2, where the con stant c is 122.6 MeV and n is an integer.
The value of n is 1 for the two n-mesons, 2 for the three K-mesons and the ^-meson, 3 for the rj' (958)-meson, 4 for the three D-mesons and the D s-meson, and 5 for the ?7c-meson. For n = 6 one should obtain the mass of the three B-mesons. However the calculated and experimental values do not agree very well. The constant c was adjusted to minimize Table 1 .
The percentual difference between the calculated masses and measured masses is found to be smaller than or equal to 15.2% for all particles except the B-mesons and smaller than or equal to 5.2% for six (K, D, D s, and rjc) of the twelve considered particles. When the absolute differences of all particles are con sidered, the differences for the B-mesons appear to be too large. Additional correction factors are assumed to be necessary for particles which have relatively large percentual and/or absolute differences. At pres ent these factors are not known.
Reprint requests to Dipl, biochem. Hubert Otte, Geisswiesenstr. 3, 72070 Tübingen, FRG. The large number of well-fitted masses of pseu doscalar mesons should exclude the possibility that this relationship is a chance event. Consequently, the author believes that the relationship is not only a mathematical curiosity but may have an underlying meaning.
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